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CLIFFORD MODULE INVARIANTSOF SPIN BUNDLES
BY
JACQUES ALLARD1 AND ANTHONY BAHRI2
Abstract. In this paper, we study ZVO-theoryinvariants of Spin bundles obtained by
the a-construction from Clifford module representations of the Spinor group. We
begin by describing their elementary properties including various Whitney sum
formulae and their relation with the (/-invariant for vector bundles over spheres. We
next observe an important difference between the two half-Spin representations and
then proceed to investigate the fiber homotopy properties of the invariants. We
conclude with some applications.

1. Introduction. Let £ be a principal Spin(/)-bundle over a finite CW-complex X
and p one of the pure Spin representations of the spinor group Spin(/). Then, the
correspondence | -» p(£) is called a real, complex or quaternionic Spin operation
according to whether p is real, complex or quaternionic. The result p(£) of the
operation is an element of KO( X), K( X) or KSp( X) correspondingly. In this note,
we describe properties of these operations and give some applications. We concentrate our attention on the real and quaternionic cases.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2, we establish some notation to be used
throughout the paper. §3 contains the definition of the Spin operations and §4 gives
the basic properties. In §5, we describe the link between the Spin operations and the
¿/-invariant. A consequence of this observation is that the class of Spin bundles on
which the Spin operations are nontrivial is large. §6 highlights a relationship between
the value of certain Spin operations and the existence of complex structures on
vector bundles. This result allows us to point out an important difference between
the half-Spin representations of Spin(4w). In §7, we discuss the relationship between
the value of Spin operations and fiber homotopy triviality. Finally, in §8 we give
some applications. Spin operations appear to be most useful in studying stably
trivial bundles. Our applications are related to such bundles. Among these is a
theorem on the nonexistence of Samelson products and various nonsectioning results
leading to an easy proof of a theorem of Barratt and Mahowald on the desuspension

of Whitehead products.
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2. Notation. Throughout this paper, X will denote a finite CW-complex with base
point. In general, £' will denote a principal Spin(/)-bundle over X. If HX(X; Z2) = 0,
then £' will denote either a principal Spin(/)-bundle over X as above or a real vector
bundle of dimension / over X whose second Stiefel-Whitney class is trivial and of
which the first bundle is the unique Spin reduction. If r\m is another such bundle, the
sum bundle £ © r¡ is the bundle obtained by applying the continuous functor
associated to the natural group homomorphism Spin(/) X Spin(w) -» Spin(/ + m).
The symbol A will denote one of the finite dimensional associative division
algebras over the real numbers, R, C or 77. The trivial A line bundle will be denoted

by eA. Furthermore, KA(X) will stand for KO(X), K(X) or KSp(X) according to
the value of A. The «-sphere will be denoted S" and yA n will denote a generator of
KA(S")iiKA(S")^0.
Similarly, if G is a compact Lie group, RA(G) will denote one of the representation
rings or group of G, RO(G), R(G) or RSp(G). Following [2], the symbols c, c', r and
q will denote the various changes of structure (complexification, etc.) for group
representations, vector bundles and elements of KA(X) or RA(G).
Finally, given p G RA(G) and a principal G-bundle f over X, a(f, p) will denote
the element of KA(X) obtained by the a-construction. If A— 2Y is a suspension,
/3(f; p) will denote the element of KAX(Y) obtained by the /3-cons traction.
3. Definition of the Spin operations. Let

A, = ACi/: Spin(/) -» I/(2<'-1)/2)

for /= 1,3,..

Ay = A-,,: Spin(/) - U(2^^1)

for/ = 2,4,...

and

be the irreducible complex Spin representations of the Spinor group Spin(/) (see
[10,13, §9]). The irreducible real and quaternionic Spin representations can be
described by their image under the proper complexification map and are given in
Table 1. (See [9, §10] for details on how to make up such a list.)
Table 1. Irreducible real and quaternionic Spin representations.

0

1

Ar,/

Ar,/

e(6)

Ay

A,

6'

A«,/

/mod 8

Ar,/

Ar,/

Ar,/

Ar,/

Ar,/

Ar,/

Real

A/++ Ay 2A/ 2Ay 2A, At + à-,
'//,/

A//,,

lH,l

Ar + A^

A,

Ay

'//,/

A//,/

Quaternionic

c'(O')

2AI 2A,

We now apply the a-construction

A/ A/++ A7 2A,

relative to £ to obtain elements of 7fA(A) as

follows.
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If A = C, assume that / = 0 (2). If A = R or 77, assume that / = 0 (4). Then let
8A(0 = AAU)-(dimAAAJ)eA.
For convenience, also define «A(0 = 5A+
(£) + 8A(Ç)and xSpin,A(£)= «a (f) " «AÍDIn the other cases ( A = C and / z 0 (2) or A = R or 77 and / z 0 (4)), let
ôA(£) = AAi/(£)-(dimAAA,/)eA.

The operators 8A(-) and 8A (-) are referred to as the real, complex or quaternionic
Spin operations according to the value of A. In the complex case we often omit A.
The complex Spin operations were described in [4]. We therefore concentrate on
the real and quaternionic cases.

Remark (3.1). If / = 1 (8), the Spin operation 8R(-) is closely related to p2, the
2nd cannibalistic class of Adams [1]. In fact,

ÔrU) = P2(I) + 2<'-»/V
See [9, Proposition 13.3], noting that Bott uses the notation 82 for the class p2.
4. Elementary properties of the Spin operations. The following theorem summarizes the basic properties of the real and quaternionic Spin operations. In
particular, it includes formulae to compute the operations on sums of bundles.
Define aAJ = dimA(AA , + AA/) for / = 0 (4) and aA , = dimAAA , otherwise. Let
(¡>(l) denote the number of integers s such that 0 < s < / and s = 0,1,2,4 (8). Then,
aRl= 2«'(/~,>+1 for / = 0 (4) and aR ¡ - 2<f,('~1)otherwise. In all cases, aH,=
*• "R.l+4-

Theorem (4.1). Let £ andr¡ be principal Spin(/)- and Spin(m)-bundles over a finite
connected CW-complex X. Unless otherwise stated, assume that m = 0 (4). Let A — R

or H. Then:
(i) ôA(£) czzzc7
8A(r¡) depend only on the isomorphism class o/£ and tj respectively.
(ii) If Y is another finite connected CW-complex and f: Y -> X is a continuous map,

then8Af*(t)=f\(t)

and8Af*(V) -/\8£=0l).

(iii) 7/£ (resp. r/) is trivial, then 8A(H)— 0 (resp. 8A(r¡) = 0).

(iv)cVO = k8(Z) a"dc8 r(tj) = k8^(r¡) wherek = 2 if I = 3,4,5 (8) and k = 1
otherwise.

(v) c'8H(í) = k8(£) and c'8„(r\) = kS± (y) where k = 2 if 1 = 0,1,1 (8) czzzc/
k = 1 otherwise.
(vi)Forl,m=
1,2,3,...,

5^(1 ©tj)

z// + w=0(4)

or 8a(£©tj)

z// + wz0(4)

is given by Table 2 where in that table

A(A', A") = «*(!) ■8¿„(V) + «*({) • 8A.(v)
+ 2aA',t£\- • V(l)

+ iOa-.JaU)

■£A">

77(A', A") = $A,(I) • Sa„(tj) + aAVeA,• 5A„(ij) + aA.,JA.(€)

C = Ô? (0 • 5C+(„) + 2<'"2V^+ („) + 2<»-W
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Table 2. Product formulae for real (top) and quaternionic (bottom) Spin Operations. (In each case, only a part of the table is given. The isomorphism £ ffi t; s r¡ ffi £
makes the other part unnecessary.)
m(8)

01234

567

t(8)

T

I-

I
B(H,H)

B(H,H)

B(H,H)

B(H,H)

B(H,H)

2B(H,H) | 2C

B(H,H)

B(H,H)

B(H,H)

2B(H,H)

B(R,R)

B(H,H)

B(H,H)

A(H,H)

B(R,R)

B(R,R)

B(R,R)

2B(H,H)

B(R,R)_

2B(R,R)

B(R,R)

2B(R,R)

B(R,R)

B(R,R)

B(R,R)

B(R,R)

B(R,R)

B(R,R)

B(R,R)

B(R,R)

| 2B(R,R)

T

2B(R,R)

I

T

I

B(R,H)

qC

BjH,R)

B(R,H)

B(H,R)

B(H,R)

A(H,R)

BjH,R)

B(H,R)

B(H,R)

B(H,R)

b;r,H)

B(R,H)

B(R,H)

2B(H,R)

qc

B(R.H)

2B(R,H)

B(R,H)

qc

B(R,H)

B(H,R)

B(R,H)

B(R,H)

B(R,H)

B(R,H)

2B(R,H)

B(R,H)

B(R,H)

B(R,H)

B(R,H)

A(R,H)

B(R,H)

B(R,H)

B(R,H)

A(R,R)

A(H,R)

|

i(B)

m(8)

Proof. The first statements are immediate consequences of the properties of the
a-construction and the definitions. The proof of the last statement reduces to a
standard character computation in the following way. Recall that KO( X) ffi KSp(X)
and RO(G) ffi RSp(G) are Z2-graded rings in a natural way. Moreover, there are

natural Z2-graded ring structures on KU(X) ffi KU(X) and R(G) ffi R(G) such that
the morphisms represented in the following diagram are Z2-graded ring homomorphisms (compare [15]):

RO(G)

ffi RSp(G)->R(G)
a®

KO(X)

ffi R(G)

a

ffi KSp(X) ------^KU(X)

Ia © a

© KU(X)

Here, the a-construction is relative to some fixed principal G-bundle over A. The top
horizontal arrow represents a monomorphism. The dotted arrows are not necessary
for our purposes, but it is a fact that the square is commutative. Furthermore, this
diagram is natural in various ways. In particular, if G ' is another compact Lie group
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and b: G -» G' is a group homomorphism, the diagram is natural relative to b. Now

let G = Spin(/) X Spin(w) and G' = Spin(/ + m). Furthermore, let b: G -* G' be
the homomorphism

covering the natural inclusion S0(1) X SO(m) -> SO(l + m). If

A = R or 77 and p G RA(G') E RO(G) © RSp(G) is one of the Spin representations, then b*p can be computed by evaluating (c © c')b*p = b*(c © c')p G 7?(G) ©
7?(G). This, however, is a straightforward character computation in R(G) © 7?(G).
The last statement of the theorem then follows from this computation and easy
naturality arguments.
Remark (4.2). Formulae to compute the Spin operations on a product bundle over
a product space follow immediately from the last statement of the theorem.
5. Relation with the c7-invariant. In this section, we suppose that X ** 27 is the
suspension of a finite CW-complex Y. We also assume that 1 = 0 mod 2 if A = C

and that / s 0 (4) if A = R or 77.
Let cy Y -» Spin(/) denote the characteristic map of £. If p G 7vA(Spin(/)) has
dimension 0, then a(£; p) E KA(X) and /3(£; p) G KAX(Y). Moreover, a(£; p) =
2/3(£; p) where 2 denotes the suspension homomorphism.
Now let p = AAj/ — AAj. By definition Xspíii,a(£) = a(£; P)- Consider the following diagram where Oa(*) is the suitable group of matrices and 0A is the corresponding stable object.

Spin(/-

1)

J,i

F->

"*

.

,

,

AA./(-)-AA,/(-)"'

Spin(/)-->oA(*)

. ,

- oA

s/-l
The composition F -» 6\ is an explicit representative of /3(£; p). Furthermore,
since AA ¡ • i = A'A¡ ■i the map Spin(p) -» 0A(*) induces a map on the coset space
S'~x as shown. The composition S'~' -* Oa represents a generator 2"'yA / of
zVAX(S'~ '). (To see this, replace Y with S/_ ' and c{ with cT/, the characteristic map of
the tangent bundle of S1. The results of [5] show that the horizontal composition is
22"'vA ,. Since / is even, p ■cTi — 2 G tt,_xSi~x and so the dotted arrow must
represent 2~'yA ,.) We therefore have

Xs&M)

= <*(£;p) = 2r«(€; P) = 2c?p*2-'YA /•

Thus
(5.1)

Xspin,A(0 = clp*yAJ.

If A = Sl+r+x and A = R, this result implies immediately the following theorem.
Theorem (5.2). Let i be a principal Spin(l)-bundle over the sphere Sl+r+x with
characteristic map c^ G trl+r (Spin(/)). Let p: Spin(/) t* S'~x be the natural projection.

Assume that I = 0 (4). Then XsPin,z«(¿)^ ° if and only if d(p ■c¿) ¥= 0.
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Remark (5.3). The work of Berrick [8] and of Mukai [14] shows that the class of
maps c: Sl+r -> Spin(/) such that d(p • c) ¥= 0 is large.

6. Difference between ôA and ôA. In this section, we assume that A = R or 77 and
that / = 0 (4). We will highlight an important difference between 8A and 8A as
invariants of real vector bundles. Let / = 4k. Recall that

RSU(2k) =Z[\,,

X2,...,X2k_x]

where X, is the z'th exterior power of the regular representation

of SU(2k). We have

the following.
Theorem (6.1). Let X be a simply connected finite CW-complex and let £4* be a real
vector bundle over X such that w2(£) = 0. Assume that £ ss r£c for some complex
vector bundle £c. Then:
(i) ifk = 0(2), 8~R(è)= r«(£c; %k=-^2X2i+x - 22*-2),

(ii) ifk=l

(2), o¿ (£) = c7«(£c; %Í-^2X2¡

- 22*"2).

Proof. Let j: SU(2k) -> SO(4k) be the natural inclusion and let j: SU(2k) -*
Spin(4/c) its unique lifting. A straightforward

(i) iik^O

character computation

shows that:

(2),j*(A-RM) = K2£ä2)/%,+,),

(ii) if k = 1 (2),y*(A+4,) = q(%Í-0X)/2X2i).
The theorem now follows by using the naturality of the a-construction
that the a-construction commutes with q and r.
The following corollary of Theorem (6.1) is immediate.
Corollary

and the fact

(6.2). Let X and £ = r£c be as in Theorem (6.1). Assume that

K(X) = 0. Then:
(i) ifk s 0 (2), 8R(è) = 0;
(ii)z//c=l(2),5¿(£)
= 0.
7. Fiber homotopy and Z2-equivariant fiber homotopy type. We shall now discuss
the relationship between the Spin operations, fiber homotopy type and Z2-equivariant fiber homotopy type. For / = 1 (8), Remark (2.1) and the work of Adams
imply that, if £ is fiber homotopy trivial, there is an element x E KO(X) such that
1 + x is invertible and

m_2//V0

+*)

(See [9, §13].) For / = 0 (8), we have the following
Theorem

(7.1). Let Í be a principal Spin(l)-bundle

over a finite simply connected

CW-complex X. Assume that 1 = 0 (8). Then

8+R(Í) = 0 = 8R(i)
if one of the following sets of conditions is satisfied.
(i) KO( X) is torsion free and £ tí stably trivial and fiber homotopically trivial;
(ii) X = Sr where r = 1,2 (8) and r < 2/ — 7, and £ is fiber homotopically trivial;
(iii) X = Sr where r = 1 (8) azzc7£ is Z2-equivariantly fiber homotopically trivial.
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Proof, (i) To prove the theorem with the first set of conditions, let 5(£) be the
sphere bundle associated to £ and let it: 5(£) -* X be the projection. Consider the
following long exact sequence

«- KO"-'+x(X) «- KOHS{Í)) "<r-KOHX)<-KOp-'(X) «where <^>
is multiplication by XsPin,/?(£) = &r (¿) ~~ ^r(£) [9, Theorem 15.1]. Since £ is
fiber homotopically trivial, it admits a homotopy section. Therefore nrxis a monomorphism and <j>= 0. We deduce that

(7-2)

XsPin,RU)= 8R(è)+-8RU)-=0.

Now, assume that £ is stably trivial of type (n, k), that is £ © keR » neR. Applying
the formulae of Theorem 4.1 we obtain
aRtk(8¿ (t)

+ 8R(t))

= 8R(t®

keR) = 0.

Since KO( X) is torsion-free, we deduce that

(7.3)

«í(O + «¿(O = 0.

The desired conclusion follows immediately from (7.2) and (7.3).
(ii) We now prove the theorem with the second set of conditions.
argument based on the isomorphism

An easy

*r_x(SO(l), SO(l - k)) * ttr+l_k^x(ÜkS', s'~k)
valid for r<2(l

- k)-

I [11,Theorem 14.4] shows that, if /(£) = 0 G 7tr+l_x(S'),

then c( E TTr_x(SO(l)) is the image of an element c£, G -nr_x(SO(l — k)). Therefore,
£==£'© keR. Taking k = 3 and applying the formulae of Theorem (4.1) we obtain

«a U) = 8|(l'

© 3e«) = ow(£) • eH = 0 E KO(Sr).

(iii) Finally, we will assume the third set of conditions. Using the same argument
as in part (i) above, we deduce that (7.2) holds in this case also. Let r¡( be the
canonical line bundle over 7\P(£), the projective bundle of £ and let m: RP(i) -» 5r
be the projection. The following formula (see [9, §18]) relates ô^(£) and 8~R(i) in

KO(RP(i)):

(7.4)

*'8¿(e)®Vi

= ir'-8Rtt).

Using (7.2), we deduce that

(7.5)

^!5^(£)®(r,i-l)=0.

Now consider the following composition where the first map is the inclusion and the
second is the fiber homotopy equivalence given by the Z2-equivariant homotopy
equivalence:

Sr X Sx ^Sr X RP'~X ^»7vP(£).

If 5¿ (£) = 8¿(¿) ¥=0 G KO(5T), it follows that i'<j>'(w-8¿
(£) ® (r,f - 1)) is the
product of the generators of KO(Sx) and KO(Sr). However, this product is nonzero,
contradicting (7.5). This concludes the proof.
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Remark (7.6). If r = 1 (8), part (ii) of (7.1) still holds if r < 2/ - 5. The proof is
similar but uses the fact that KU(S%k+ x) - 0.
Remark (7.7). Similar results hold for / = 4 (8) with KSp(X) replacing KO(X) at
the proper places.
8. Applications. We now give a number of applications of the Spin operations.
Some proofs are rather sketchy. Further details can be found in [3 and 6].
Before starting, we should recall the results of [5] concerning the tangent bundle t1
of the /-sphere 5'. Stated in our vocabulary, they are

+
àA(r)

for/=

-yAJ

(8-U
a(t)-Ya./

0,4 (8)

and

/s0(2)

foc/s

' ,\
1,2(8)

or/=

5,6 (8)

d

A = R,H
A = c

and A = R
and

A = 77.

(a) Subbundles of r4k + x. If 4/c + 1 > 5 there are two nonisomorphic
bundles, f 4k and X,\k,over S4k+ ' satisfying the condition
f.ffie„

vector

= T4*+1,

moreover f, + £2 — t4*2tj and p*(C¡) = rj where tj is the generator of Tr4kS4k~' and
p*(C¡) is the characteristic map of f, composed with the projection p: Spin(4/c) -*
^■4/c-i Qne 0f tftese bundles, say £,, admits a complex structure and the other, f2,
does not. We have the following proposition.

Proposition

(8.2). Let f 4* and l4k be as above. Then:

(i) ifk = 0 (2), Í+ (£,) = fi¿(£2)* 0 = 8¿tf,) = 8+ (J2),
(ii) i/* = 1 (2), 8-H(lx)= 8+ a2) * 0 = 8+ (?,) = «¿(£2).
Proof.

Suppose that k = 0 (2). Since the ci-invariant of tj is not zero, we have by

Theorem (3.2) that

8+R(lx)-8R(U)*0EKO(S4k+x)
and so by part (i) of Corollary (6.2) 8R (f,) ¥= 0 and 8R(ÇX)= 0. For f2 we have

«ítti

+ f2) = fiía.)

+ 8í(f2)

= 8/Í(T4*2T?)

which is nonzero in zTO(S4A:+1)by (8.1). So S+(f2) = 0 and similarly, 5¿(f2) # 0.
The proof for k = 1 (2) is the same except that we use part (ii) of Corollary (6.2).

Corollary

(8.3). Let f4i = f4i or f4î be one of the bundles above. Assume that k, I

and m >.1.

77ze/z, z7ze üecíor ozz/zc/fef4/ X f4/t X r4m ewer S4/+l X S4k+X X S4m

admits exactly one section.

Proof. Assume that k = I = 0 (2) and m = 1 (2). The other cases are similar. Let
£ = £4' X $4k X T4m. Using (8.1) and (8.2), one easily obtains
(8.4)

5+ (i"»* X f4/ X t4")

= yr,4,+ 1 ® yRM+x 0 7«>4m

in iTO(S4*+1 X S""+1 X 54m). Therefore, £ is not trivial. Now assume that £ = £' +
2eR for some bundle £' over 54*+1 X S4l+X X S4m. Using again the formulae of
Theorem (4.1), a contradiction with (8.4) is obtained. Finally, it is easy to show that
£ admits at least one section by usual means.
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(b) Detecting homotopy elements. Recall [13] that

,

,

*4A(Spin(4*))

i

*

\Z2 + Z2 + Z2

for* =0(2),

lz2 + z2

tor/c-H2).

2

2

2

'

Furthermore, the generators can be taken to be c_.T«*,ct¡ and, for k even, a certain
stable element a coming from m4kSpin(4/c — 1). Consider the case k = 0 (2). Define
a map C: 7r4*(Spin(4Â:))-* (KO(S4k + x))3 by

C(cí) = (/í!v,oa+(0,Or(¿))
where c^ is the characteristic map of a bundle £, /¿ is the classifying map of £ and

y E KO(B Spin(4/c)) is the class of the composition 77Spin(4/c) -» BSO(4k) -> BO.
For A:= 1 (2), define C: ^(Spin(4/c)) - (,TO(S4*+1))2 by

C(ct) = (o+(0,MO).
Proposition

(8.5). 27ze maps C are group isomorphisms.

Proof. This is checked by computing explicitly the values of C with the help of

(8.1) and (8.2).
This result is used in the following.
(c) Nonexistence of Samelson products. We now prove the following theorem.
Theorem

(8.6). Let pir+x E tr4k+Sr+x(S4k) be an element with nonzero d-invariant.

Then the image of the map
/*&+i: w4*(Spin(4/c))

- 774lfe+8r+1(Spin(4/c))

does not contain nontrivial Samelson products. In particular,
w4i+i(Spin(4/c)) do not contain nontrivial Samelson products.

774A.(Spin(4/c
)) czzzc/

Proof. If c{. G w ,(Spin(/)) and ct.. G w ,(Spin(/)), the Samelson product
(c(,, c(„) of c{, and c(„ is the class c( E Trp+q_2Spin(l) such that /¿ = ±[f(., f(..].
Since /{is a Whitehead product, fe is trivial in any cohomology theory. In particular,
if Ce E 774jt(Spin(4/<)) and k is even,

c(c,) = (f('y,f(]K(y,kim(y4k))
where y4k is the universal bundle over BSpin(4k). By Proposition (8.5), C(c^) j> 0.
Therefore, ct cannot be a Samelson product in a nontrivial way. Similarly for k odd.
The argument above can easily be adapted to the other cases.
(d) Desuspending Whitehead products. In the metastable range, we may use the
/-homomorphism
to translate desuspension problems for certain Whitehead products into sectioning problems for certain vector bundles related to the tangent
bundle of the sphere. In particular, our method may be used to give an easy proof of
the following theorem due to Barratt and Mahowald.
Theorem (8.7). Let pSr+x Eirgr+X be a stable homotopy element with nonzero
d-invariant and let i4k, t4k+x be the identity map on S4k, S4k+] respectively. Then, the
Whitehead products [i4k, pSr+,] and [i4k+x, P%r+\] desuspend only once in the metasta-

ble range.
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Proof. Since we are in the metastable range, we need only to show that the
bundles p*r+x(T4k) and p*r+x(T4k+x) admit at most one section. By (8.1),
ôAP8r+,(T4*+1) and 8A ptr+x(r4k) are nonzero for A = R or 77 depending on the
parity of k. If we suppose that ptr+x(T4k+x) or Pgr+x(T4k) admits two sections, a
simple computation using the formulae of Theorem (4.2) leads immediately to a
contradiction.
(e) Category of a vector bundle. Recall [12] that the category of a vector bundle £,
denoted vecat(£), is defined to be the infimum of the cardinalities of the coverings of

X by open sets over which £ is trivial. The following proposition
consequence of the observations of §9 of [12].

Proposition

is an easy

(8.8). Let A = R or C. Then, the nilpotency index of 8A(£) (8A (£) if

applicable) in KA(X) is a lower bound for vecat(£).
For example, let Vnk denote the Stiefel manifold of /c-frames in R" and let r¡n k
denote the real (n — /c)-dimensional vector bundle over Vnk associated with the
principal fibra tion Spin(zi — k) -» Spin(zz) -* Vnk. Let i)'nkbe the restriction of i\n k
to the truncated projective space RP" X/RP" kX C Vnk. Proposition (8.8) can be
used to show that if k + n — 1 is even, then vecat(Tjn k) > s where s is the largest
odd number smaller than 1 + k/(n — k). (It should be noticed that, since rjn k is
stably trivial, usual methods of finding a lower bound for vecat(Tj„ k) do not apply

easily.)
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